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Abstract

Background. Resilience has been described in the psychosocial literature as the capacity to maintain or regain well-being during or after adversity. 
Physical resilience is a newer concept that is highly relevant to successful aging. Our objective was to characterize the emerging construct of resilience 
as it pertains to physical health in older adults, and to identify gaps and opportunities to advance research in this area.
Methods. We conducted a systematic review to identify English language papers published through January 2015 that apply the term “resilience” in 
relation to physical health in older adults. We applied a modified framework analysis to characterize themes in implicit or explicit definitions of physical 
resilience.
Results. Of 1,078 abstracts identified, 49 articles met criteria for inclusion. Sixteen were letters or concept papers, and only one was an 
intervention study. Definitions of physical resilience spanned cellular to whole-person levels, incorporated many outcome measures, and 
represented three conceptual themes: resilience as a trait, trajectory, or characteristic/capacity.
Conclusions. Current biomedical literature lacks consensus on how to define and measure physical resilience. We propose a working definition 
of physical resilience at the whole person level: a characteristic which determines one’s ability to resist or recover from functional decline 
following health stressor(s). We present a conceptual framework that encompasses the related construct of physiologic reserve. We discuss gaps 

and opportunities in measurement, interactions across contributors to physical resilience, and points of intervention.
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The percentage of the world population over age 60 has risen 
steadily in the 21st century and is expected to reach 21% by 
2050 (1). Older age confers higher risk of many diseases, as 
well as age-related organ dysfunction, which in turn can lead to 
functional impairments, disability, or death (2). Age-associated 
physical decline, and especially loss of independence, can be dev-
astating to individuals and costly to society (3). As life expec-
tancy increases, health systems and communities are challenged 
to find sustainable, effective ways to promote successful aging, 
defined as the maintenance of physical, mental, and social well-
being in old age (4).

One way to maintain health and function across the life span 
is to minimize the detrimental effects of injury, illness, or other 
stressors that inevitably occur in life. The concept of resiliency, the 
tendency to remain well or “bounce back” in the face of adversity, 
is not new (5). Resiliency was originally used to denote the elastic 
property of materials (6), but “resilience” has since been applied to 
systems, communities, and individuals. In recent decades, a robust 
literature has framed resilience as a psychological construct, refer-
ring to adaptive attitudes and behaviors that allow one to remain 
psychologically sound, or even thrive, after being exposed to stress-
ful life events (7,8).
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A related, but distinct, construct is that of physical resilience. 
Physical resilience relates to “the ability to recover or optimize func-
tion in the face of age-related losses or disease.” (9) We propose that 
physical resilience is a central aspect of successful aging. A deeper 
understanding of why some individuals maintain or regain function 
following insults, and others do not, may help to identify protective 
factors and promising strategies to promote lasting health.

An important step in advancing this line of research is to 
elaborate the construct of physical resilience, within the context 
of existing biomedical literature. To that end, we performed a sys-
tematic review to identify articles that apply the term “resilience” 
in regards to physical health and outcomes in older adults. Our 
objectives were to describe the current understanding of physical 
resilience in older adults, identify points of consensus and areas in 
need of clarification, and to highlight promising avenues for future 
work in this area.

Methods

Article Identification
With assistance from a medical librarian, we searched PubMed and 
EMBASE from inception through January 15, 2015. In PubMed, we 
searched for text words in the title or abstract (resilient OR resilience 
OR resiliency), further limiting our search to English language and 
age 65+. In EMBASE, we searched for the same text words in the 
title or abstract, further limiting our search to English Language, 
Aged OR Very elderly, and citations unique to Embase. This search 
produced 1,077 abstracts (following removal of duplicates); one 
additional abstract (10) was identified from references during full 
text review, for a total of 1,078 abstracts (Figure 1).

Two reviewers independently evaluated each abstract to deter-
mine whether full text review was indicated. Articles identified by 
either investigator as potentially relevant were retrieved and under-
went full text review by at least two investigators. Three reviewers 
(C.C.E., H.E.W., W.D.-P.) met to adjudicate all disagreements. We 
applied inclusion criteria: (a) must refer to or include persons over 
age 65; (b) must include or reference physiologic and/or physical 
indicators of resilience, functional reserve, or recovery. Studies were 
excluded when the following criteria were met: (a) focuses exclu-
sively on neuroplasticity or cognitive resilience; (b) focuses exclu-
sively on cell, organ, or tissue recovery; (c) focuses exclusively at 
a level above the individual (eg, community resilience following 
disaster); (d) conceptualizes resilience as a purely psychological, not 
physical, construct.

Data Abstraction
Two reviewers independently abstracted the following data ele-
ments from qualifying articles: (a) lead author’s location (country), 
(b) study design or article type, (c) study population, sample size, 
follow-up length, setting (if applicable), (d) stressor, exposure, and/or 
intervention, (e) whether resilience was defined explicitly or implic-
itly, (f) illustrative quote or definition of resilience, (g) physical or 
functional outcomes, and (h) other outcomes. Disagreements in data 
abstraction were resolved by committee.

Analysis
Quantitative Analysis
The literature was characterized in a descriptive manner, on the basis 
of the data elements abstracted from full text review (eg, article type; 
country of origin).

Qualitative Analysis
Framework analysis was employed to identify core concepts 
emerging from definitional resilience quotes. This analysis 
approach is particularly suited to healthcare research as it allows 
for pre-determined topics to be combined with inductive analyses, 
and it creates an explicit audit trail in the data reductions between 
analytic stages (11,12).

Stage 1: Familiarization
The quote that most clearly defined resilience, or illustrated the 
authors’ conceptualization of resilience, was abstracted from each 
article. All team members read all quotes.

Stage 2: Identifying a thematic framework
Following the familiarization stage, the team noted two ways in 
which authors’ conceptualizations of resilience could be catego-
rized. First, resilience was measured or described at different lev-
els within the organism: the whole person level, versus cell, tissue, 
or organ level. Second, as the reviewers considered authors’ lan-
guage related to the construct of resilience, five distinct concep-
tual categories emerged: resilience as a characteristic (individual’s 
state which can change over time), trait (relatively fixed quality 
that is part of one’s nature), phenotype (an observable manifesta-
tion of underlying characteristics), capacity (maximum amount 
of stress that can be withstood), trajectory or process (change in 
symptoms or function over time). These categories were used as 
theme codes in stage 3.

Stage 3: Indexing
Each quotation was coded (indexed) by at least two team members 
to classify the way(s) that the author seemed to be conceptualizing 
physical resilience. Open coding was employed when quotes did not 
appear to fit within these themes; areas of uncertainty were resolved 
during team meetings.

Stage 4: Charting
We rearranged the coded quotations, and other data elements from 
the articles, so that quotes indexed within each of the five conceptual 
themes were together in the same spreadsheet.

Stage 5: Mapping and interpretation
We used the thematic charts to describe subthemes, explain the 
range and nature of resilience definitions, and compare between 
different levels and conceptions of resilience. At this stage, we 
identified gaps, areas in need of clarification, and opportunities to 
advance the field.

Results

Forty-nine full text articles met inclusion/exclusion criteria (see 
Supplementary Appendix 1). Most articles excluded by title/
abstract focused exclusively on psychosocial resilience (615) and/
or neuroplasticity and cognitive resilience (55), rather than physi-
cal resilience. As seen in Figure 2, of the 49 selected articles, 29 
(59.2%) originated from North America and 13 (26.5%) from 
Europe. Others were from Israel (4), Brazil (2), or Australia (1). 
Sixteen (32.7%) of the articles were letters or concept papers; 
eighteen (36.7%) reported results of longitudinal cohort studies 
and eight (16.3%) reported cross-sectional studies. The remain-
ing articles included one mathematical modeling report (13), one 
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case–control study (14), one case report (15), one qualitative anal-
ysis (16), two systematic reviews (17,18), and one intervention 
study (19).

In 19 (38.8%), the authors explicitly defined resilience, whereas 
the remainder had only implied definitions. In the framework analy-
sis, five conceptual categories (characteristic, trait, trajectory, pheno-
type, capacity) were applied as codes to each quote about physical 
resilience. Capacity always co-occurred (ie, was coded with) with 
characteristic; therefore, we collapsed these categories for the chart-
ing and mapping phases.

Physical resilience was conceptualized as a person-level trait (a 
relatively fixed characteristic, part of one’s nature) by only three 
authors (Figure  1). These articles described a trait determined by 
neurobiological, psychological, and social factors. Authors proposed 
using older “survivor” populations—those who did well despite 
exposure to high levels of remote or chronic stressors (eg, holocaust 
survivor, long-term smoker)—to study the biological underpinnings 
of resilience.

The ability of some individuals to reach extreme old age, par-
ticularly in the presence of… exposure to damaging factors, 
may signal an innate resiliency that could be related to slower 
rates of aging (20).

Eight articles primarily conceptualized resilience as a trajec-
tory, or change in symptoms or function over time. Resilient 
trajectories were those that displayed recovery, rebound, or main-
tenance of function over time. Generally, both recovery of func-
tion and stable function were combined in defining “resilient” 
individuals. Most trajectory articles conceptualized resilience in 
response to some defined stressor or precipitating event, but sev-
eral authors referred to functional trajectories that did not dis-
play expected age-related declines (21–23). Measures commonly 

used in studies conceptualizing resilience as a trajectory included 
change in functional status, cognition, walking speed, or self-rated 
health. These articles exclusively conceptualized resilience at a 
whole-person level.

Resilience has been defined as the capacity to remain well, 
recover, or even thrive in the face of adversity…[We] chose 
to conceptualize resilience as the response to a stressful life 
event (24).

Thirty-two authors primarily conceptualized resilience as 
a characteristic, an ability or capacity which can change over 
time. The ability to cope, resist damage, compensate, rebuild, 
adapt, and maintain homeostasis were described. Some authors 
referred to the “capacity” to adapt, or proposed measuring resil-
ience as the amount of stress that could be borne. Authors noted 
that physical resilience is influenced by the interplay of com-
plex biologic systems, psychosocial factors, environment, and 
behaviors.

Resilience indicates the ability to cope with stress and catas-
trophe and regain health by learning and adaptation. [B]
iological resilience could be identified to recognize the pro-
tective factors (genetic, demographic, environmental, gender-
linked, social, humoral, psychological and functional) that 
may contribute to positive outcomes in the very elderly (25).

Six articles framed physical resilience as both a characteristic and 
a trajectory. These authors frequently referred to a dynamic process 
by which one’s underlying resilience determines future health trajec-
tories. Resilience itself was hypothesized to be influenced by earlier 
life events and one’s response to them. This literature often empha-
sized that resilience is observed in response to a stressor. Stressors 
might be recent events (eg, hip fracture) or remote experiences (eg, 

Figure 1. Flow diagram for systematic review of English language medical literature using the term “resilience” in reference to physical health of older adults.
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childhood poverty), or chronic exposures (eg, caregiving, disability, 
smoking).

Resilience has been described as a personal characteristic that 
likely develops over time. More recently, resilience has been 
viewed as a dynamic process that influences the ability to deal 
with, survive, overcome, learn from, and recover from inevi-
table adverse experiences of life (26).

Most authors referred to resilience at the whole person level, 
while a minority conceptualized it at the cellular/tissue/organ 
level, or at both levels. Many measures were used to capture 
resilience, including whole person outcomes (eg, mortality, 
functional status) and tissue/organ/system level responses to a 
stress test (eg, oral glucose tolerance test, laboratory induced 
falls). No cross-sectional tools or scales to measure the char-
acteristic of physical or biomedical resilience were identified, 
although one “physical resilience” scale assessed psychological 
features or attitudes that predict recovery of physical function 
(9). While authors conceptualizing resilience as a characteristic 
implied that it can change within an individual, there was little 
or no discussion on how this could be accomplished. Nor did 
we identify studies targeting interventions to those with low 
resilience.

While frailty is commonly conceptualized in the literature as 
both a characteristic (ie, a “frail elder”) and a measurable pheno-
type (eg, low grip strength, slow gait speed, etc.), this duality was 
not clearly observed for the concept of resilience. The majority of 
authors conceptualized resilience as a characteristic, whereas none 

of the quotes primarily framed resilience as a phenotype. However, 
the discussion of resilience was often linked to phenotypic notions 
of frailty. The phenotypic descriptor that was most often associated 
with the underlying characteristic of resilience was “robust”, while 
several authors stated that the frailty phenotype indicates low levels 
of resilience.

Discussion

We used a systematic review with qualitative analysis to describe 
how physical resilience is conceptualized in the biomedical litera-
ture. As is evident by the diversity of themes and outcomes, there 
is no consensus in the field on how to define and measure physical 
resilience or the closely related concepts of reserve, frailty, and 
robustness. Because resilience is a potentially modifiable target 
for interventions to optimize function and quality of life in the 
aging population, a working definition of these terms is urgently 
needed.

Proposal of a Uniform Model of Physical Resilience
We therefore propose the following definitions and conceptual 
framework describing the relationship between these concepts, 
which can be used as a basis for future work (Figure 3). We propose 
that physiologic reserve is the potential capacity of a cell, tissue, or 
organ system to function beyond its basal level in response to altera-
tions in physiologic demands. Physiologic reserve can be measured 
by “stress testing” at the cell/tissue/organ/system level, which quanti-
fies the response to a defined stressor or increased demand. Examples 

Figure 2. Description of 49 articles identified in this review. This modified systematic review sought to identify biomedical, English language articles published 
through January 15, 2015 that applied the term “resilience” in relation to physical health in older adults. Panel A describes the geographic location (of the first 
author); Panel B notes the type of article or study. Panel C: 29 of 49 articles referenced a particular kind of exposure or intervention (ie, stressor) after which 
there may, or may not, be a resilient response. Some articles referenced multiple stressors. The stressors were categorized as psychosocial (eg, death of 
spouse), or physical (eg, heat exposure), or both (eg, Holocaust) and could be chronic (eg, high blood pressure) or acute events that happened remotely (eg, 
airplane crash years earlier) or recently (eg, hospitalization). Panel D: 27 articles referenced or assessed particular outcomes related to physical health including 
mortality, self-reported function, physical performance, physiological measures, quality of life, and falls. Some articles included multiple outcome measures.
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in medicine are the VO2max as a measure of cardiovascular reserve, 
or the expiratory reserve volume in pulmonary function tests.

In the proposed model, physical resilience is a characteristic 
at the whole person level which determines an individual’s ability 
to resist functional decline or recover physical health following a 
stressor. Physical resilience is constrained in part by underlying phys-
iologic reserve across organ systems, and is further influenced by fac-
tors such as genetics and environment as well as psychosocial factors 
(including psychological resilience). Both physical and psychologi-
cal resilience are manifest as one’s capacity to respond to stressors. 
Whether “usual aging” can be considered a stressor for examining 
resilience is a matter for subsequent debate.

Measuring the characteristic of physical resilience remains chal-
lenging. In contrast to psychological resilience where indices (sur-
veys) have been developed to measure resilience at a point in time, 
no cross-sectional measures of physical resilience (as defined earlier) 
have been described. Based on our review, we suggest three poten-
tial ways to measure physical resilience. First, the most commonly 
employed indicator of physical resilience in existing literature relies 
on direct observation of functional trajectories. In this paradigm, 
a subject is classified as more or less resilient based on observed 
response to a stressor. Currently, trajectories that do not change in 
response to a stressor and those that decline but then recover are 

both referred to as indicators of resilience. Yet it is unclear whether 
these two patterns reflect different levels of underlying resilience or 
are a result of different underlying phenomena or contextual factors, 
such as the magnitude of the stressor(s). We suggest differentiating 
between “resistant trajectories” (no change in function following a 
stressor) and “resilient trajectories” (decline with subsequent recov-
ery of function following a stressor) until this issue is clarified.

Certainly, trajectories are determined by intrinsic factors as 
well as extrinsic factors related to the severity and chronicity of the 
stressor(s). Thus, for a trajectory to be most useful as a resilience-
related measure (as opposed to just an outcome), the investigator 
must consider extrinsic factors. Multiple study designs could utilize 
trajectory-based measurements of resilience. One approach is to use 
trajectory data from past stressors as an indicator of current and 
future resilience; a problem with this approach is that the experi-
ence of past stressors may affect reserve and resilience, rendering 
past trajectories unreliable indicators of future trajectories (even if 
the stressor is the same). Stress-response experiments are another 
study design that uses trajectory data to indicate resilience in the face 
of controlled, defined stressors. Dual-task or other paradigms can be 
used to gradually increase the stressor and define the point at which 
recovery is compromised or no longer occurs. In longitudinal cohort 
studies, participants may be categorized as resilient or non-resilient 
(at baseline) based on subsequent observed functional trajectories; 
measuring resilience in this way is problematic unless sufficient 
information is available about the stressors. Accurate measurement 
of the chronicity and severity of health stressors in longitudinal stud-
ies is an important and understudied aspect of this field.

Second, we support the idea that “frail versus robust pheno-
types” are likely a reflection of underlying levels of physical resil-
ience. These phenotypes have already been well described, and their 
association with favorable trajectories can be tested in longitudinal 
datasets. However, we suspect these phenotypes only represent the 
extremes of very low or high underlying resilience and it is likely 
that a decrease in resilience often precedes overt frailty. We believe 
that refining the measurement of resilience across a wider spectrum 
of older adults may lead to new insights or targets for intervention. 
Measures of fatigability describe the whole person’s response to 
stressors encountered in daily life, and may represent good indica-
tors of resilience (27). Third, the difference between “chronological 
age versus biological age”, as measured by physical testing or bio-
markers, may be a promising way to quantify the physical resilience 
of an individual (28). Presumably, those whose biological age is sub-
stantially “younger” than chronological age have maintained under-
lying reserve and demonstrated resilience to normal aging effects. It 
remains to be determined whether such individuals also exhibit high 
resilience in the face of new or acute stressors.

Gaps in the Field of Resilience
Based on these definitions, several key research areas need to be 
examined (see Box). First, cross-sectional measures of physi-
cal resilience need to be developed and validated. Such measures 
might include questionnaires for psychosocial factors and fatiga-
bility, measurement of physiologic reserve in key organ systems 
(neurologic, cardiovascular, immunologic, musculoskeletal), and/or 
biomarkers. Although the frailty phenotype may be a crude indica-
tor of the underlying level of physical resilience, we believe that 
refining the measurement of resilience across a wider spectrum of 
older adults may lead to new insights and targets for intervention. 
The idea of “whole person” stress testing, in which the functional 

Figure 3. Proposed conceptual model of physical resilience. We propose that 
physical resilience at the whole person level, or one’s ability to resist decline 
or recover function following a stressor, is influenced by multiple factors, 
both internal and external to the individual. The white arrows represent 
several categories of presumed contributors to resilience, although this figure 
is not intended to provide an exhaustive list of contributors. Ultimately, the 
individual’s outcome is influenced by resilience as well as the magnitude 
and type of stressor. We suggest three potential strategies for quantifying 
the characteristic of “physical resilience” in future study, represented here as 
“windows” into the construct. Different measurement approaches may be 
more or less suitable depending on an investigator’s objectives and available 
data. For example, phenotypes and age discrepancy could theoretically be 
assessed by measurements taken at a single time point (cross-sectional) and 
without direct knowledge of the stressor, whereas quantifying resilience based 
on trajectories requires assessment at ≥2 time points and assumes a reasonably  
well-defined stressor.
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response to a defined stressor is measured, raises ethical concerns 
if done experimentally but may be possible under specific clinical 
conditions (eg, elective joint replacement, initiation of dialysis) or 
with stressors that challenge more than one organ system simulta-
neously. Levels of fatigability may be another indication of whole 
person response to stress. Trajectories of function following a well-
defined stressor may be the best “gold standard” for validating such 
measures.

Once measurement is refined, a better understanding of the fac-
tors underlying physical resilience will be possible. In particular, 
further study is needed to clarify the relationship between physi-
cal resilience and reserve. Physiological reserve may determine 
the magnitude of perturbation experienced by different people in 
response to a uniform stressor (how big a “hit” one takes) but it 
remains unknown whether reserve also plays a role in recovery (how 
quickly or fully one “bounces back”). Further, how does low reserve 
across multiple organ systems influence whole person response and 
resilience? Is it useful to consider not only whole-person resilience, 
but the notion of “resiliencies,” which acknowledges that a single 
person may exhibit a range of responses depending on the specific 
stressor(s) and the specific physiological systems being measured? 

Which organ systems have the greatest impact, and are relationships 
across systems additive, synergistic, or complex and dynamic?

Questions also remain about the interplay of intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors that determine response to stressors. How do 
genetics, health behaviors, the environment, and psychosocial fac-
tors influence resilience? How do characteristics of the stressor 
(chronicity, frequency, severity, type) modify physical resilience? 
One possibility is that chronic or past exposure to low-level stress-
ors may enhance resilience to future stressors. This phenomenon, 
known as hormesis, has been offered as an explanation for why 
oxidative stress brought on by exercise has long-term beneficial 
effects through induced changes in mitochondrial metabolism 
(29). Mithraditism, or the practice of willfully exposing oneself to 
stressors or toxins in order to gain immunity or health benefits, 
has been operationalized—often controversially—in aging research 
with interventions including heat shock, prooxidants, and caloric 
restriction (30,31). On the other hand, the theory of allostatic load, 
which refers to the mounting physiological consequences for sys-
tems forced to respond and adapt to repeated or chronic stress and 
change, suggests that accumulating exposure chips away at reserve 
and resilience (32,33). Understanding how and when extrinsic fac-
tors modify the person-level characteristic of resilience has signifi-
cant clinical implications.

Finally, it remains to be tested whether and how a physical resil-
ience characteristic can be changed by interventions (exercise, immu-
nomodulators, hormonal therapies, etc.). Likewise, it is unknown 
whether interventions or models of care that target older adults with 
low resilience can modify their subsequent functional trajectories 
during or after high risk events.

Conclusions

One objective of this review was to taxonomize the concept of physi-
cal resilience in existing biomedical literature. A  second objective 
was to identify areas in need of clarification as well as to propose a 
working conceptual framework of physical resilience. Our approach 
has limitations: although we employed a broad search strategy and 
two reviewers at every step, it is possible that relevant articles were 
overlooked. Further, our qualitative analysis of resilience quotes relies 
on our interpretation of authors’ conceptual presentation of physical 
resilience, and mischaracterization is possible. These limitations not-
withstanding, we present a comprehensive review of literature relevant 
to the emerging construct of physical resilience. While many experts 
in the field assert the role of physical resilience in successful aging, our 
process confirmed the need for a consensus definition and framework. 
In addition, we have highlighted three key areas that warrant future 
research: measurement of resilience, understanding how system-level 
reserve contributes to whole-person resilience, and interventions that 
promote physical resilience in the face of health challenges.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at: http://biomedgerontology.
oxfordjournals.org/
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Interactions between and 
across systems

1)  Does low reserve across multiple systems 
affect physical resilience in ways that are 
additive, synergistic, or follow complex 
dynamical relationships?

2)  How do we assess reserve across 
multiple systems in an ethical manner?

3)  Does “reserve” in key systems influence 
the recovery phase, or merely affect the 
magnitude of perturbation from  
baseline?

Effective interventions to 
optimize resilience

1)  Can we protect against future stressors 
by bolstering reserve and physical 
resilience during times of health?
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system-based resiliencies) equally 
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3)  During times of stress, what models of 
care or health interventions optimize 
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4)  Is there a role for Mithridatism in 
physical resilience (do low levels of  
health stressors increase resilience for 
future, more severe stressors)?
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